
• Members	of	Navajeevana	Re-	habilitation	Center,	including	founder	
Kumarini	Wickramsuriya,	and	members	of	Motivation.org.uk	attended	
the	Trager®	Workshops	held	in	February	and	March	of	2006	

• The	Trager	Approach	quickly	proved	to	enhance	the	efficacy	of	
treatment	protocols	for	chronic	spasticity,	low	back	and	neck	pain,	
Cerebral	Palsy,	Hemiplegia	and	other	injury	and	post	traumatic	stress	
related	issues	resulting	from	last	year’s	tsunami.		

• Therapists	traveled	from	as	far	north	as	the	Tamil	Tiger	dominated	
region	of	Jaffna	to	attend.	

• Studies	on	the	efficacy	of	Trager®	to	treat	acute	psycho-	physical	
trauma	associated	with	mine	accidents	are	were	scheduled	for	2007.	

• In	addition	to	requests	for	more	Trager®	trainings	for	both	physical	
therapists	and	lay	caregivers,	a	special	request	to	train	the	blind	as	
part	of	Navajeevana’s	Vocational	Services	program.	

Keep the Dream Alive in Sri Lanka

2006 Introduction of The Trager® Approach at Navajeevana Rehabilitation Center, Tangalle, Sri Lanka

Our Pilot Training Programs were a huge success and your support will help us continue our innovative 
work to provide cost effective and efficient alternative health care protocols to these communities.

We’re grateful for the opportunity to serve this community and to work with the committed and enthusi-
astic staff members of Navajeevana Rehabilitation Center (www.eureka.lk/navajeevana) and the UK 
based physical therapy group Motivation. (www.motivation.org.uk)  

Members of Navajeevana Re-
habilitation Center,   including 
founder Kumarini Wickram-
suriya, and members of 
Motivation.org.uk attended the    
Trager® Workshops held in 
February and March of 2006.  

 Well  received and success-
fully applied, The Trager®      Approach www.trager-us.org   
quickly proved to be an      effective adjunct therapy, en-
hancing the efficacy of treatment protocols for chronic 
spasticity, low back and neck pain, Cerebral Palsy, Hemi-
paligia and other injury and post traumatic stress related 
issues resulting from last year’s tsunami.  Therapists traveled 
from as far north as the Tamil Tiger dominated region of 
Jaffna to attend.  

Studies on the efficacy of Trager® to treat acute psycho-
physical trauma associated with mine accidents are ex-
pected for 2007. In addition to requests for more Trager® 
trainings for both physical therapists and lay caregivers, 
next year we’ll be fulfilling a special request to train the 
blind as part  of Navajeevana’s Vocational Services pro-
gram.  

Recently BodyWorkers Without Borders partnered with 
Real Medicine Foundation, a 501C registered non-profit 
organization committed to providing Whole Health serv-
ices to disaster, post-war and poverty stricken areas around 
the world.  

These services include physical, emotional, medical, eco-
nomic and social support.

Through this partnership with 
Real Medicine, as part of their 
Whole Health Team, we now 
can accept tax deductible dona-
tions to fund our projects in Sri  
Lanka

                                                 

To make your tax deductible donation and to learn more 
about Real Medicine’s global initiatives please visit. 
www.realmedicinefoundation.org   When making your do-
nation, please specify that it is for Michael Lear’s projects 
in Sri Lanka.  RMF will provide donors with a receipt for 
tax filing purposes.

                                           
Your donations are a critical  
part of the success and fu-
ture development of these 
programs and make a tre-
mendous contribution to 
the long term well being of 
these remote communities.                              

Photos Courtesy of Real Medicine

          Thank you for your support.

BodyWorkersWithoutBorders.org

Together with your support, we are making a difference.

Pilot Trager®Training - Sri Lanka 2006



Pilot Trager®Training - Sri Lanka 2006
The Trager® Approach

Developed over 70 years ago by Dr. Milton Tra-
ger for the treatment of polio and sciatica, The 
Trager® Approach remains an innovative ap-
proach to movement education and self care 
which facilitates lasting neuromuscular change 
without setting up burnout or injury for the 
therapist.

The Trager®  Approach utilizes gentle touch and rhythmic 
movements to cultivate a state of deep relaxation to release 
muscle holding patterns residing in the unconscious mind 
that often manifest as functional limitation, or pain. The 
rhythmic movements also introduce a new feeling state 
from which the patient can recall and experience the asso-
ciated muscular changes. 

The effects of this work are cumu-
lative and, through a series of ses-
sions over time, can lead to in-
creased self reliance which may 
reduce the frequency of visits and 
free up valuable resources at reha-
bilitation centers.

Our programs are designed to impart the fundamental and 
most adaptive and effective principles of the technique, 
which integrate easily into existing physical therapy mobi-
lization and treatment protocols.  The two-day Introductory 
Workshop, satisfies the Category A Continuing Education 
Unit requirements for the US based National Certification 
Board of Therapeutic Massage and Bodywork.  12-16 CEU’s 
are awarded by the Untied States Trager® Association to 
workshop participants.

Trager® becomes a popular 

adjunct among therapists. 

In addition to learning new 
treatment protocols, partici-
pants learned Mentastics® self 
care movements, to maintain 
their own well being and 
comfort while they work. 

The efficacy of any treatment is largely influenced by the 
well being  of the therapist. In demanding  environments 
such as these in remote areas, having the ability to stay re-
laxed, comfortable and focused is essential to administer-
ing the best possible care and treatment to patients.

Workshop Feedback

Erandika:  Before I never keep connect, 
contact with other person through a touch-
ing and with my mind.  I can’t tell realy 
what part I got but I know now whole part 
of Trager, we can give relax and informa-
tions well with peace.

Samantha:  ...I could understand how to relax muscle...I 
could understand how much I should have to soft when I 
deal with someone, connect.  We are very happy to inform 
u about our Tragar sestion because  now we are using it 
among each other. Now it has become a very famouse 
thing during our lunch oher (hour).

Lakmal:  I love this technic.  I think it changed my activities 
so I am thankful....

Mr. Tissera; “the performance of rhythmical movements 
using the body, to achieve relaxation using a minimum of 
energy with softness is very important.”

                                                          

Here, Navajeevana lead physical thera-
pist Mr. Venkatakanan practices his 
lumbar mobilization technique on his 
Motivation.org colleague Sam while 
incorporating The Trager® Approach 
principles..

Dear Michael,
I am fine and how are you? Really I had 
a nice time with you on that workshop. I 
have started applying Tragger to a 
Hemiplegic patient who has had exten-
sive spam in both upper and lower limb. 
He used to come to physio once in a 
week but after I started giving him Trag-
ger along with regular physio he feels 
much better and the spasm is relieving 

nicely. I haven’t had a chance to use it with the amputees. 
But I am planning to use Tragger to all who I feel it's really 
needed and I will give you more feed back. Sure it is a use-
ful technique which I ever learnt. Have a nice time
Regards
Arun 

BodyWorkersWithoutBorders.org

Together with your support, we are making a difference.

 Therapeutic Bodywork Clinical Support and Educational Programs                

Our Mission
                                                                                                                                      

To provide an administrative structure to introduce The Trager® Approach and other innova-
tive, complementary and alternative therapies into rehabilitation networks and local com-
munities in lesser developed countries.  Our goal is to enhance the treatment protocols for 
chronic muscle pain, spasticity, Post Traumatic stress pain and neuromuscular disorders, as 
well as to educate and empower lay caregivers so they may participate more fully in the 
care process.

Our Guiding Principles

• Cultural sensitivity and community based activity
• Honor local knowledge and therapist skills
• Cost Effective, High leverage presence through educating the educators
• Empowering Lay Caregivers through instruction in healing touch
• Create a synergistic, interactive learning environment absent of teacher student dichotomy

Our Programs

• Immediate Disaster Relief and Clinical Support
• Physical Therapy Enhancement Training
• Lay Care Givers Healing Touch Training

Team Whole Health Partner                                                                   

Our recent partnership with Real Medicine Foundation 
(www.realmedicinefoundation.org) highlights  the importance and benefits of pro-
viding complementary care services and education to those in disaster, post-war 
and poverty stricken areas.  We’re proud to support their efforts to serve the global 
community.
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Together with your support, we are making a difference.

About Body Workers Without Borders.

In 2001, after having traveled extensively throughout South 
East Asia a few years prior, Michael Lear, a long time certi-
fied Trager® practitioner and tutor, committed himself to 
introducing The Trager® Approach into Cambodia to en-
hance treatment for children with polio and mine victims 
suffering from acute psycho-physical trauma.  His visits in 
1998 to some of the rehabilitation centers also ignited the 
idea to train lay caregivers to care for their “patient” be-
cause of their limited access to skilled therapists.    

To facilitate this initial effort 
Lear began selling his pho-
tography.  Pictured here as 5’ 
x 8’ banners in the zen gar-
den  at the 2003 Toronto 
Yoga Show, the images were 
well received by the interna-
tional yoga community.  

In January 2005  he revisited Cambodia rehabilitation cen-
ters to assess their  needs,  however as a result of the Tsu-
nami, he decided to visit Sri Lanka, whose needs at the 
time were more urgent.   It was during his investigative trip 
in March of 2005 that he met with Navajeevana’s Founder 
and promised to return to initiate his pilot program there.  
Cambodia however does remain headline intent for future 
programs

Providing instruction in progres-
sive therapies to physical thera-
pists in these regions will have a 
substantial impact on the qual-
ity of rehabilitative care avail-
able to local communities. 

Extending this instruction to  lay 
caregivers will empower them to participate more fully in 
the care process and may lessen the demand on main re-
habilitation centers often inundated when disaster strikes.

The Difference You Can Make.

Your donation makes you part of an innovative movement 
to bring proven, alternative and complimentary therapies to 
remote regions to enhance treatment protocols of various 
kinds .  In addition, your donations will aid in the devel-
opment of an administrative infrastructure to help expand 
our reach to bring more modalities and trainings to areas in 
need.  

      We’re proud to be part 

Real Medicine Foundation 
to help support their com-
mitment to serving the 
global community.   In addi-
tion to providing relief to 

communities in New Orleans and homeless children in Los 
Angeles, Real Medicine extends its services beyond our 
borders and maintains initiatives in Pakistan, Indonesia, Sri 
Lanka, and Africa.  Their immediate response to areas ef-
fected by recent natural disasters is an inspiration.

          

 We thank you for your trust and your support of our pro-
grams to serve Sri Lankan communities and to develop and 
implement these progressive protocols that “teach the 
teachers” and optimize our presence in these remote areas.           
Photos Courtesy of Real Medicine

If you have any questions about our programs, please Con-
tact: Michael Lear at michael@realmedicinefoundation.org 
or  484.542.0249

Soon the www.bodyworkerswithoutborders.org site will be 
posted with more information about our initiatives, educa-
tional programs, how to become a member and how to 
purchase  Michael’s photography.

With your tax deductible donation we 
can create more success stories like that 
of Mr. Tissera’s friend with Cerebral 
Palsy.  Not only did the Trager®  Ap-
proach improve the efficacy of his regu-
lar treatments, but his father was in-
structed on simple techniques to help 
his condition in between visits to        
Navajeevana Rehabilitation Center.

Please visit www.realmedicinefoundation.org to make 
your donation for Michael Lear’s projects in Sri Lanka 
and become part of this progressive movement. 

BodyWorkersWithoutBorders.org

Together with your support, we are making a difference.



Pilot Trager®Training - Sri Lanka 2006

The Trager® Approach

Developed over 70 years ago by Dr. Milton Tra-
ger for the treatment of polio and sciatica, The 
Trager® Approach remains an innovative ap-
proach to movement education and self care 
which facilitates lasting neuromuscular change 
without setting up burnout or injury for the 
therapist.

The Trager®  Approach utilizes gentle touch and rhythmic 
movements to cultivate a state of deep relaxation to release 
muscle holding patterns residing in the unconscious mind 
that often manifest as functional limitation, or pain. The 
rhythmic movements also introduce a new feeling state 
from which the patient can recall and experience the asso-
ciated muscular changes. 

The effects of this work are cumu-
lative and, through a series of ses-
sions over time, can lead to in-
creased self reliance which may 
reduce the frequency of visits and 
free up valuable resources at reha-
bilitation centers.

Our programs are designed to impart the fundamental and 
most adaptive and effective principles of the technique, 
which integrate easily into existing physical therapy mobi-
lization and treatment protocols.  The two-day Introductory 
Workshop, satisfies the Category A Continuing Education 
Unit requirements for the US based National Certification 
Board of Therapeutic Massage and Bodywork.  12-16 CEU’s 
are awarded by the Untied States Trager® Association to 
workshop participants.

Trager® becomes a popular 

adjunct among therapists. 

In addition to learning new 
treatment protocols, partici-
pants learned Mentastics® self 
care movements, to maintain 
their own well being and 
comfort while they work. 

The efficacy of any treatment is largely influenced by the 
well being  of the therapist. In demanding  environments 
such as these in remote areas, having the ability to stay re-
laxed, comfortable and focused is essential to administer-
ing the best possible care and treatment to patients.

Workshop Feedback

Erandika:  Before I never keep connect, 
contact with other person through a touch-
ing and with my mind.  I can’t tell realy 
what part I got but I know now whole part 
of Trager, we can give relax and informa-
tions well with peace.

Samantha:  ...I could understand how to relax muscle...I 
could understand how much I should have to soft when I 
deal with someone, connect.  We are very happy to inform 
u about our Tragar sestion because  now we are using it 
among each other. Now it has become a very famouse 
thing during our lunch oher (hour).

Lakmal:  I love this technic.  I think it changed my activities 
so I am thankful....

Mr. Tissera; “the performance of rhythmical movements 
using the body, to achieve relaxation using a minimum of 
energy with softness is very important.”

                                                          

Here, Navajeevana lead physical thera-
pist Mr. Venkatakanan practices his 
lumbar mobilization technique on his 
Motivation.org colleague Sam while 
incorporating The Trager® Approach 
principles..

Dear Michael,
I am fine and how are you? Really I had 
a nice time with you on that workshop. I 
have started applying Tragger to a 
Hemiplegic patient who has had exten-
sive spam in both upper and lower limb. 
He used to come to physio once in a 
week but after I started giving him Trag-
ger along with regular physio he feels 
much better and the spasm is relieving 

nicely. I haven’t had a chance to use it with the amputees. 
But I am planning to use Tragger to all who I feel it's really 
needed and I will give you more feed back. Sure it is a use-
ful technique which I ever learnt. Have a nice time
Regards
Arun 

BodyWorkersWithoutBorders.org

Together with your support, we are making a difference.

Erandika:	Before	I	
never	keep	connect,	
contact	with	other	
person	through	a	
touch-	ing	and	with	
my	mind.	I	can’t	tell	
really	what	part	I	got	
but	I	know	now	
whole	part	of	Trager,	
we	can	give	relax	and	
informations	well	
with	peace.	

The Trager® Approach

Developed over 70 years ago by Dr. Milton Tra-
ger for the treatment of polio and sciatica, The 
Trager® Approach remains an innovative ap-
proach to movement education and self care 
which facilitates lasting neuromuscular change 
without setting up burnout or injury for the 
therapist.

The Trager®  Approach utilizes gentle touch and rhythmic 
movements to cultivate a state of deep relaxation to release 
muscle holding patterns residing in the unconscious mind 
that often manifest as functional limitation, or pain. The 
rhythmic movements also introduce a new feeling state 
from which the patient can recall and experience the asso-
ciated muscular changes. 

The effects of this work are cumu-
lative and, through a series of ses-
sions over time, can lead to in-
creased self reliance which may 
reduce the frequency of visits and 
free up valuable resources at reha-
bilitation centers.

Our programs are designed to impart the fundamental and 
most adaptive and effective principles of the technique, 
which integrate easily into existing physical therapy mobi-
lization and treatment protocols.  The two-day Introductory 
Workshop, satisfies the Category A Continuing Education 
Unit requirements for the US based National Certification 
Board of Therapeutic Massage and Bodywork.  12-16 CEU’s 
are awarded by the Untied States Trager® Association to 
workshop participants.

Trager® becomes a popular 

adjunct among therapists. 

In addition to learning new 
treatment protocols, partici-
pants learned Mentastics® self 
care movements, to maintain 
their own well being and 
comfort while they work. 

The efficacy of any treatment is largely influenced by the 
well being  of the therapist. In demanding  environments 
such as these in remote areas, having the ability to stay re-
laxed, comfortable and focused is essential to administer-
ing the best possible care and treatment to patients.

Workshop Feedback

Erandika:  Before I never keep connect, 
contact with other person through a touch-
ing and with my mind.  I can’t tell realy 
what part I got but I know now whole part 
of Trager, we can give relax and informa-
tions well with peace.

Samantha:  ...I could understand how to relax muscle...I 
could understand how much I should have to soft when I 
deal with someone, connect.  We are very happy to inform 
u about our Tragar sestion because  now we are using it 
among each other. Now it has become a very famouse 
thing during our lunch oher (hour).

Lakmal:  I love this technic.  I think it changed my activities 
so I am thankful....

Mr. Tissera; “the performance of rhythmical movements 
using the body, to achieve relaxation using a minimum of 
energy with softness is very important.”

                                                          

Here, Navajeevana lead physical thera-
pist Mr. Venkatakanan practices his 
lumbar mobilization technique on his 
Motivation.org colleague Sam while 
incorporating The Trager® Approach 
principles..

Dear Michael,
I am fine and how are you? Really I had 
a nice time with you on that workshop. I 
have started applying Tragger to a 
Hemiplegic patient who has had exten-
sive spam in both upper and lower limb. 
He used to come to physio once in a 
week but after I started giving him Trag-
ger along with regular physio he feels 
much better and the spasm is relieving 

nicely. I haven’t had a chance to use it with the amputees. 
But I am planning to use Tragger to all who I feel it's really 
needed and I will give you more feed back. Sure it is a use-
ful technique which I ever learnt. Have a nice time
Regards
Arun 

BodyWorkersWithoutBorders.org

Together with your support, we are making a difference.

Samantha:	...I	could	
understand	how	to	relax	
muscle...I	could	
understand	how	much	I	
should	have	to	soft	when	
I	deal	with	someone,	
connect.	We	are	very	
happy	to	inform	u	about	
our	Tragar	sestion	
because	now	we	are	
using	it	among	each	
other.	Now	it	has	become	
a	very	famouse	thing	
during	our	lunch	oher	
(hour).

Lakmal:	I	love	this	technic.	I	think	it	
changed	my	activities	so	I	am	
thankful....	

Here,	Navajeevana	lead	
physical	therapist	Mr.	
Venkatakanan	practices	
his	lumbar	mobilization	
technique	on	his	
Motivation.org	colleague	
Sam	while	incorporating	
The	Trager®	Approach	
principles..	

Mr.	Tissera;	“the	performance	of	
rhythmical	movements	using	the	
body,	to	achieve	relaxation	using	
a	minimum	of	energy	with	
softness	is	very	important.”	

Dear	Michael,	
I	am	fine	and	how	are	you?	Really	I	had	a	
nice	time	with	you	on	that	workshop.	I	
have	started	applying	Tragger	to	a	
Hemiplegic	patient	who	has	had	exten-	
sive	spam	in	both	upper	and	lower	limb.	
He	used	to	come	to	physio	once	in	a	week	
but	after	I	started	giving	him	Trag-	ger	
along	with	regular	physio	he	feels	much	
better	and	the	spasm	is	relieving	
nicely.	I	haven’t	had	a	chance	to	use	it	with	
the	amputees.	But	I	am	planning	to	use	
Tragger	to	all	who	I	feel	it's	really	needed	
and	I	will	give	you	more	feed	back.	Sure	it	
is	a	use-	ful	technique	which	I	ever	learnt.	
Have	a	nice	time	Regards	
Arun

The Trager® Approach

Developed over 70 years ago by Dr. Milton Tra-
ger for the treatment of polio and sciatica, The 
Trager® Approach remains an innovative ap-
proach to movement education and self care 
which facilitates lasting neuromuscular change 
without setting up burnout or injury for the 
therapist.

The Trager®  Approach utilizes gentle touch and rhythmic 
movements to cultivate a state of deep relaxation to release 
muscle holding patterns residing in the unconscious mind 
that often manifest as functional limitation, or pain. The 
rhythmic movements also introduce a new feeling state 
from which the patient can recall and experience the asso-
ciated muscular changes. 

The effects of this work are cumu-
lative and, through a series of ses-
sions over time, can lead to in-
creased self reliance which may 
reduce the frequency of visits and 
free up valuable resources at reha-
bilitation centers.

Our programs are designed to impart the fundamental and 
most adaptive and effective principles of the technique, 
which integrate easily into existing physical therapy mobi-
lization and treatment protocols.  The two-day Introductory 
Workshop, satisfies the Category A Continuing Education 
Unit requirements for the US based National Certification 
Board of Therapeutic Massage and Bodywork.  12-16 CEU’s 
are awarded by the Untied States Trager® Association to 
workshop participants.

Trager® becomes a popular 

adjunct among therapists. 

In addition to learning new 
treatment protocols, partici-
pants learned Mentastics® self 
care movements, to maintain 
their own well being and 
comfort while they work. 

The efficacy of any treatment is largely influenced by the 
well being  of the therapist. In demanding  environments 
such as these in remote areas, having the ability to stay re-
laxed, comfortable and focused is essential to administer-
ing the best possible care and treatment to patients.

Workshop Feedback

Erandika:  Before I never keep connect, 
contact with other person through a touch-
ing and with my mind.  I can’t tell realy 
what part I got but I know now whole part 
of Trager, we can give relax and informa-
tions well with peace.

Samantha:  ...I could understand how to relax muscle...I 
could understand how much I should have to soft when I 
deal with someone, connect.  We are very happy to inform 
u about our Tragar sestion because  now we are using it 
among each other. Now it has become a very famouse 
thing during our lunch oher (hour).

Lakmal:  I love this technic.  I think it changed my activities 
so I am thankful....

Mr. Tissera; “the performance of rhythmical movements 
using the body, to achieve relaxation using a minimum of 
energy with softness is very important.”

                                                          

Here, Navajeevana lead physical thera-
pist Mr. Venkatakanan practices his 
lumbar mobilization technique on his 
Motivation.org colleague Sam while 
incorporating The Trager® Approach 
principles..

Dear Michael,
I am fine and how are you? Really I had 
a nice time with you on that workshop. I 
have started applying Tragger to a 
Hemiplegic patient who has had exten-
sive spam in both upper and lower limb. 
He used to come to physio once in a 
week but after I started giving him Trag-
ger along with regular physio he feels 
much better and the spasm is relieving 

nicely. I haven’t had a chance to use it with the amputees. 
But I am planning to use Tragger to all who I feel it's really 
needed and I will give you more feed back. Sure it is a use-
ful technique which I ever learnt. Have a nice time
Regards
Arun 

BodyWorkersWithoutBorders.org

Together with your support, we are making a difference.

What your contributions make possible: 

Your contributions provide therapists in remote locations access to innovative and proven effective, 
holistic healing techniques that are otherwise not available to them.  Through this education proc-
ess, not only is the efficacy of treatment enhanced for hundreds of patients but therapists learn 
valuable techniques to maintain their own well being, an essential component to administering the 
best possible care. 

An Introduction of The Trager® Approach for Physical Therapists

This Four- Week Program is designed to introduce* and reinforce the fundamental 

principles of The Trager® Approach to enhance their treatment protocols for chronic 
muscle pain, spasms, Post Traumatic Stress related pain, Cerebral Palsy and other neu-
romuscular disorders as well as educate therapists in self-care. 

Note:  The program schedule may be modified to integrate with the existing staff 
            schedules and clinic operations. * For more information on the complete     
            Trager® Professional Training please  visit www.trager-us.org.

Program Four Week Protocol:

Week 1:
• Provide technical papers to staff for review of concepts and theory.
• Offer Trager® sessions to each staff member for experiential knowledge of technique 
• Educate therapists in self care 
• Hold clinical and peer sessions* for observation and discussion of technique adaptations 
• Two day introductory workshop (16 hrs.) on the first weekend

                         Note: * Permission is obtained from receiver to allow others to observe.

Week 2 
• Continue with staff sessions* as their schedules allow
• Work 1 day clinic/week, more if requested (Therapists may select and schedule which of their cases/

patients they wish to see addressed with Trager®.)
• ½ day clinic review session for workshop participants 3-4hrs/week (typically Friday)

Week 3
• Continue with staff sessions* as their schedules allow
• Work 1 day clinic/week,  more if requested (Therapists may select and schedule which of their cases/

patients they wish to see addressed with Trager®.)
• ½ day clinic review session for workshop participants 3-4hrs/week (typically Friday)
• Third weekend - two day workshop (16 hrs.) – focus on review of technique, applications based on 

clinical needs, and how to teach self care movements
Week 4

• Continue with staff sessions* as their schedules allow
• Work 1 day clinic/week, more if requested (Therapists may select and schedule which of their cases/

patients they wish to see addressed with Trager®.) 
• ½ day clinic review session for workshop participants 3-4hrs/week (typically Friday)

BodyWorkersWithoutBorders.org

Together with your support, we are making a difference.

About Body Workers Without Borders.

In 2001, after having traveled extensively throughout South 
East Asia a few years prior, Michael Lear, a long time certi-
fied Trager® practitioner and tutor, committed himself to 
introducing The Trager® Approach into Cambodia to en-
hance treatment for children with polio and mine victims 
suffering from acute psycho-physical trauma.  His visits in 
1998 to some of the rehabilitation centers also ignited the 
idea to train lay caregivers to care for their “patient” be-
cause of their limited access to skilled therapists.    

To facilitate this initial effort 
Lear began selling his pho-
tography.  Pictured here as 5’ 
x 8’ banners in the zen gar-
den  at the 2003 Toronto 
Yoga Show, the images were 
well received by the interna-
tional yoga community.  

In January 2005  he revisited Cambodia rehabilitation cen-
ters to assess their  needs,  however as a result of the Tsu-
nami, he decided to visit Sri Lanka, whose needs at the 
time were more urgent.   It was during his investigative trip 
in March of 2005 that he met with Navajeevana’s Founder 
and promised to return to initiate his pilot program there.  
Cambodia however does remain headline intent for future 
programs

Providing instruction in progres-
sive therapies to physical thera-
pists in these regions will have a 
substantial impact on the qual-
ity of rehabilitative care avail-
able to local communities. 

Extending this instruction to  lay 
caregivers will empower them to participate more fully in 
the care process and may lessen the demand on main re-
habilitation centers often inundated when disaster strikes.

The Difference You Can Make.

Your donation makes you part of an innovative movement 
to bring proven, alternative and complimentary therapies to 
remote regions to enhance treatment protocols of various 
kinds .  In addition, your donations will aid in the devel-
opment of an administrative infrastructure to help expand 
our reach to bring more modalities and trainings to areas in 
need.  

      We’re proud to be part 

Real Medicine Foundation 
to help support their com-
mitment to serving the 
global community.   In addi-
tion to providing relief to 

communities in New Orleans and homeless children in Los 
Angeles, Real Medicine extends its services beyond our 
borders and maintains initiatives in Pakistan, Indonesia, Sri 
Lanka, and Africa.  Their immediate response to areas ef-
fected by recent natural disasters is an inspiration.

          

 We thank you for your trust and your support of our pro-
grams to serve Sri Lankan communities and to develop and 
implement these progressive protocols that “teach the 
teachers” and optimize our presence in these remote areas.           
Photos Courtesy of Real Medicine

If you have any questions about our programs, please Con-
tact: Michael Lear at michael@realmedicinefoundation.org 
or  484.542.0249

Soon the www.bodyworkerswithoutborders.org site will be 
posted with more information about our initiatives, educa-
tional programs, how to become a member and how to 
purchase  Michael’s photography.

With your tax deductible donation we 
can create more success stories like that 
of Mr. Tissera’s friend with Cerebral 
Palsy.  Not only did the Trager®  Ap-
proach improve the efficacy of his regu-
lar treatments, but his father was in-
structed on simple techniques to help 
his condition in between visits to        
Navajeevana Rehabilitation Center.

Please visit www.realmedicinefoundation.org to make 
your donation for Michael Lear’s projects in Sri Lanka 
and become part of this progressive movement. 

BodyWorkersWithoutBorders.org

Together with your support, we are making a difference.
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Sri  Lanka 
Phase III at Navajeevana Rehabilitation Center - Intermediate Level Training for Trainers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This has been our primary goal all along, to train trainers and this is where these programs can scale to 
the benefit of the greatest number and be the most cost effective.  Additionally, we want to conduct our 
first lay caregivers training to help them work with their loved ones. 
 

Also, Navajeevana's facility expansion can potentially make it the leading training center in the country 
for Rehabilitation Center Management and for continuing education in progressive treatment/healing 
therapies.  Your contribution will help us realize this potential for Navajeevana, Sri Lanka's therapists, its 
communities at large, and serve as the model program from which we can grow. 
 

During our time in Sri Lanka we will conduct another Level 1 training for PT's and assistants in Central 
Sri Lanka, Columbo, Kandy, Batticaloa.  Depending on therapist availability, the format of the training 
may change however, all of the material, clinical sessions and demonstrative training will be covered.  
The Navajeevana Staff can provide peer support for these new students and provide assistance at the 
trainings. 
 

Central West Training - Level 1 for Columbo, Kandy, Batticaloa and Other Regional 
Therapists 
 

During our time in Sri Lanka we will conduct another Level 1 training for PT's and assistants in Central 
Sri Lanka, Columbo, Kandy, Batticaloa.  Depending on therapist availability, the format of the training 
may change, however all of the material, clinical sessions and demonstrative training will be covered.  
The Navajeevana Staff can provide peer support for these new students and provide assistance at the 
trainings to help develop their teaching skills. 
 

Support Goal:  Individual Training: $15000.  Successive trainings - $10000 (this accounts for traveling 
and accommodation expenses absorbed by initial funding) 
 

DONATE NOW to Real Medicine Foundation in the name of Team Whole Health/BWWB Physical 
Therapy Enhancement Trainings in Sri Lanka. 
 

 

 

Our pilot and follow up trainings at Navajeevana Rehabilitation Center have 
been a tremendous success. Many patients at Navajeevana and Yayawatta 
Village clinic are experiencing lasting relief from pain considered to be chronic 
and unmanageable.  
 

Our goal now is to train those who have a solid grasp of the Trager® Approach 
how to teach others the fundamental principles of the technique and lead 
group Mentastics classes for their community 
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Lear shows physiotherapy 
assistant Samantha Udagama 
Mentastics to help free his hand 
of tension. A soft hand is more 
receptive to the needs of pa-
tients. t Navajeevana therapists 
feel the weight of their arms as 
Lear shows them Mentastics 
self-care movements during a 
Trager introductory workshop 
at Navajeevana Rehabilita-
tion Hospital in Tangalle, Sri 
Lanka. t Some attendees at the 
first 2007 “Introduction to the 
Trager® Approach” workshop at 
Navajeevana Rehabilitation Hos-
pital. t Navajeevana Rehabilita-
tion Hospital therapists now use 
Mentastics self-care movements 
in between patients to stay 
relaxed and happy. t Children at 
the Real Medicine Foundation 
Clinic in Yayawatta Village offer 
Lear and writer Kelly Prentice 
frangipani flowers, a common 
custom to welcome new friends.
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As you fly overhead, Sri Lanka’s coast 
is a tropical paradise of lush green 
palms and aquamarine waters. From be-

low, the scene transforms into a chaotic thriller as buses 

zoom in and out of lanes, jolt out of ditches and barely 

miss pedestrians. 

 More than two years since the tsunami swept through, 

signs of its wrath still haunt the fishermen who lost their 

boats and wives who lost their homes. Even more fright-

ening is the civil war that continues to rage between the 

Sinhalese Buddhist government and the terrorist Tigers 

of Tamil Eelam (LTTE). The infamous Tamil Tigers have 

been fighting for an independent homeland since the 

1970s. 

 Things seem calm in the south, but gunfire echoes in 

northern Jaffna and eastern Batticaloa, where suicide 

bombings had their origins.1 The glimmer of hope for 

reconciliation after the tsunami didn’t last long, as the 

race for aid money only widened the country’s ethnic 

divide.2 In a country of fewer than 20 million people, the 

civil war has killed about 63,000, displaced one million 

and held back the island’s economic growth. About 22 

percent of the population live below the poverty line.3 

Sri Lankans love their island paradise, but this is a land 

of uncertainty. 

 It was the sheer force of the tsunami—the larg-

est natural disaster in world history—that first 

drew Michael Lear to this island paradise in 2005.  

 “Those waves were like a slap in the face from their 

mother, their sole provider,” says Lear, a senior Trager® 

practitioner and ashtanga yoga instructor. This Pennsyl-

vania native escaped the tsunami by mere miles, and 

grieved its destruction alongside strangers in a tiny 

café in Goa, India. With more than 220,000 lives lost4 

and millions more completely devastated, Lear’s focus 

turned immediately to Bodyworkers Without Borders—a 

Michael Lear visits Chamani, a girl in Yayawatta Village who was born with cerebral palsy. Her family 
is unable to give her the attention she needs, so she enjoyed receiving the joyful, loving contact of the 
Trager Approach®.  t��Many Sri Lankan men work on tiny fishing boats and do not see their family for 
weeks at a time.��t��Lear gives Sriyawathie Wanigabadu a Trager tablework session at the Real Medicine 
Foundation Clinic to give her a feeling of fluidity and softness in her shoulder and arm.
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Our body needs this important fight or flight mechanism 

when responding to danger, but over time, when the 

stress is still there, that’s when you have a problem.”

Adults at Play: Mental Gymnastics

Teaching Trager halfway across the world comes easily 

to Lear, using body language to fill in the gaps where 

talking seems overrated. The therapists laugh when he 

slouches in his chair like a couch potato with a TV re-

mote, to show why it’s better to keep the body moving. 

To get them into their comfort zone, he demonstrates 

“Mentastics.” 

 “Most importantly, I want you to have fun. I want to 

reawaken our ability to be playful and spontaneous,” he 

says, as he begins moving. 

 The group of therapists follow him, shifting from foot 

to foot at first to feel more grounded. Lear asks them 

to write their name using their nose, then jokes they 

should “write a note to a friend” using their shoulders. 

The mood lightens. Soon, the group breaks into a dance, 

laughing out loud. They’re entering the state of aware-

ness called “hook-up” by Trager practitioners around 

the world. Trager describes hook-up as a meditative 

state, like the way you become connected with your en-

vironment when walking by the ocean.

  “Ask yourself: ‘What is half the effort?’ says Lear as 

he dances along with the therapists. “Now, what’s half 

of that? Even where there’s tension, find a place that is 

soft. You’ll be able to learn how to give these techniques 

to your clients.”

 Occupational therapist Gahmani nods and smiles 

broadly, indicating there is no language barrier here. Us-

ing less effort is a concept he sometimes forgets; life for 

the therapists at Navajeevana is just as hectic as in a 

Western rehab hospital, with fewer conveniences. 

 “They are so dedicated though,” says Arun. “They 

don’t get paid all that much. They go from one patient 

right to the next and don’t ever complain. They love 

their work.” As the need for rehabilitation grows, Sri 

Lanka has seen a shortage of therapists, which can make 

the workdays stressful for Gahmani.

 “In demanding environments such as these in remote 

areas,” says Lear, “having the ability to stay relaxed, 

comfortable and focused is essential to administering 

the best possible care.”

 In training sessions, Lear uses familiar Buddhist phi-

losophy to remind the therapists that caring for their 

own body comes first: “As the Buddha said, be selfish 

so that you can give freely. You can’t take anyone else 

somewhere you aren’t feeling yourself.”

Lear’s home consultations in Yayawatta Village were a key part of his outreach, since many elderly or 
younger patients could not afford to travel to Navajeevana Rehabilitation Hospital. t Lear shows Gah-
mani how to mobilize the chest during a Trager introductory workshop at Navajeevana Rehabilitation 
Hospital in Tangalle, Sri Lanka. 
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Certi�ed Practitioners of the Trager Approach have successfully completed the certi�cation program provided by Trager Interna-

tional, and have maintained continuing education, and other requirements of Trager International. To learn more about Milton 

Trager and the Trager Approach, or to look for classes in your area, visit www.trager.com/index.html.
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Phase III at Navajeevana Rehabilitation Center - Intermediate Level Training for Trainers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This has been our primary goal all along, to train trainers and this is where these programs can scale to 
the benefit of the greatest number and be the most cost effective.  Additionally, we want to conduct our 
first lay caregivers training to help them work with their loved ones. 
 

Also, Navajeevana's facility expansion can potentially make it the leading training center in the country 
for Rehabilitation Center Management and for continuing education in progressive treatment/healing 
therapies.  Your contribution will help us realize this potential for Navajeevana, Sri Lanka's therapists, its 
communities at large, and serve as the model program from which we can grow. 
 

During our time in Sri Lanka we will conduct another Level 1 training for PT's and assistants in Central 
Sri Lanka, Columbo, Kandy, Batticaloa.  Depending on therapist availability, the format of the training 
may change however, all of the material, clinical sessions and demonstrative training will be covered.  
The Navajeevana Staff can provide peer support for these new students and provide assistance at the 
trainings. 
 

Central West Training - Level 1 for Columbo, Kandy, Batticaloa and Other Regional 
Therapists 
 

During our time in Sri Lanka we will conduct another Level 1 training for PT's and assistants in Central 
Sri Lanka, Columbo, Kandy, Batticaloa.  Depending on therapist availability, the format of the training 
may change, however all of the material, clinical sessions and demonstrative training will be covered.  
The Navajeevana Staff can provide peer support for these new students and provide assistance at the 
trainings to help develop their teaching skills. 
 

Support Goal:  Individual Training: $15000.  Successive trainings - $10000 (this accounts for traveling 
and accommodation expenses absorbed by initial funding) 
 

DONATE NOW to Real Medicine Foundation in the name of Team Whole Health/BWWB Physical 
Therapy Enhancement Trainings in Sri Lanka. 
 

 

 

Our pilot and follow up trainings at Navajeevana Rehabilitation Center have 
been a tremendous success. Many patients at Navajeevana and Yayawatta 
Village clinic are experiencing lasting relief from pain considered to be chronic 
and unmanageable.  
 

Our goal now is to train those who have a solid grasp of the Trager® Approach 
how to teach others the fundamental principles of the technique and lead 
group Mentastics classes for their community 
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During our time in Sri Lanka we will conduct another Level 1 training for PT's and assistants in Central 
Sri Lanka, Columbo, Kandy, Batticaloa.  Depending on therapist availability, the format of the training 
may change, however all of the material, clinical sessions and demonstrative training will be covered.  
The Navajeevana Staff can provide peer support for these new students and provide assistance at the 
trainings to help develop their teaching skills. 
 

Support Goal:  Individual Training: $15000.  Successive trainings - $10000 (this accounts for traveling 
and accommodation expenses absorbed by initial funding) 
 

DONATE NOW to Real Medicine Foundation in the name of Team Whole Health/BWWB Physical 
Therapy Enhancement Trainings in Sri Lanka. 
 

 

 

Our pilot and follow up trainings at Navajeevana Rehabilitation Center have 
been a tremendous success. Many patients at Navajeevana and Yayawatta 
Village clinic are experiencing lasting relief from pain considered to be chronic 
and unmanageable.  
 

Our goal now is to train those who have a solid grasp of the Trager® Approach 
how to teach others the fundamental principles of the technique and lead 
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